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Abstract
While the use of intelligent devices such as smartphones is spreading rapidly, for the most
part, people continue to rely on old ID/password methods for authentication purposes, and the
modernization of authentication technology is recognized as an ongoing challenge for society.
In the face of this challenge, one form of authentication technology that has been attracting
significant attention recently promotes the use of information technology (IT) to identify people
based on information about their habits. In application, this technology obtains information
about users from smartphones and wearable devices and thus performs authentication without requiring them to perform any verification operations. This is accomplished by redefining
and organizing a fourth personal authentication factor, behavior. Herein, we discuss the recent
trends of this technology as part of smartphone society, define the technical issues that must be
resolved for realizing behavior authentication, and describe measures for resolving them.
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1

Introduction

The use of information technology (IT) in providing infrastructure for various facilities has recently
become commonplace. As IT combines with new technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) and
the Internet of Things (IoT), a new society has emerged. These AI/IoT technological advancements
have changed our lives by ushering in a range of novel technologies such as interactive robots,
autonomous vehicles, and improvements to procedures for disease prediction, health management,
insurance reviews, and many others. In light of these advancements, it is necessary to redesign our
society based on the assumption that IT exists independently, rather than by converting traditional
pen and paper approaches into IT forms. Ultimately, the most important objective is the creation
of a safe and comfortable society [5].
One of the areas that require serious attention is the framework of payment systems, which, due
to various technological changes, are now in the process of constant revision. As examples, barcode
settlements using smartphones are now available in many countries, and Amazon has put forth a
service called Amazon Go [37], in which shoppers swipe their smartphones to provide authentication
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when entering a store. However, the majority of all online personal authentication services still use
ID/password combinations.
The problems related to ID/password authentication programs have existed for many years [1],
and numerous improvements to these authentication technologies have been suggested. Furthermore,
although it is easy to point out problems of these new developments, it is also clear that the root
cause of those problems is being neglected.
In this paper, we will discuss why ID/password services are still in use and then discuss the
requirements for new authentication measures. Additionally, in light of the growing popularity
of fourth factor authentication (4FA) as a new security paradigm for smartphone society, we will
redefine a fourth authentication factor, behavior, to point out the concept of time and take several
factors such as location or life log data. Although numerous people have already pointed out that
this factor faces problems, especially in the area of privacy protection, the factor is already in use
by some services, so it will be necessary to address those problems as well.

1.1

Contents

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss ID/password authentication problems. In Section 3, we describe the current state of social exchange. In section 4, we
arrange the things to look out for before the discussion for new factor. In Section 5, we explain in
detail how we will use “behavior” as a fourth factor. Section 6 is the discussion section. Finally, we
present our conclusions.

2

ID/password problem has existed for 40 years

Problems with the ID/password model have existed for 40 years [1]. In fact, more than 20 years
ago, when the Internet was still relatively new, potential solutions to ID/password-related problems
had already been suggested in numerous studies [28].
However, while there have been countless proposals aimed at creating systems that can be
substituted for ID/password-based authentication, such as smartcard systems, biometric sensors,
and one-time password tokens, there has yet to be new technologies that could completely replace
ID/password-based authentication systems.

2.1

Current survey on EC sites

Most sites rely on ID/password authentication, primarily because such systems are inexpensive
and convenient. In 2016, Symantec inc., which was recently renamed NortonLifeLock Inc., sent
questionnaires to 300 corporate E-Commerce (EC) website administrators site [31] in which one
of the questions asked was, “What kind of user authentication is currently carried out on your
company’s site?” Although multiple answers were allowed, 77.3% of the administrators said their
EC sites still used ID/password authentication, as shown in figure 1.
Another issue of concern is the fact that users tend to reuse the same passwords. In 2016
in a Symantec questionnaire in which responders were asked if they used different passwords for
separate payment services, 62% of the 245 users that responded said they used between one and
three different ID/password combinations, as shown in figure 2 [31]. Additionally, in the services
provided by Yahoo! JAPAN, it was learned that approximately 15,000 password resets occur daily
due to users forgetting their passwords [12].
The reality is, numerous users are unable to remember their passwords.

2.2

Other authentication methods have different problems

In order to address this problem, various authentication methods that do not rely on the user
memory, such as the use of biometric sensors, have been proposed. Biometrics is an is an extremely
accurate and very useful authentication method that uses the physical features of the user, so that
users do not need to remember anything to perform authentication [35]. However, several problems
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Figure 1: Q: What kind of user authentication is currently carried out on your company’s site?

Figure 2: Q: Do you use different passwords for each payment service?
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with using this factor have been pointed out. First, biometric authentication methods are currently
under increasingly heavy attack [8]. Moreover, since biometric information (such as fingerprints)
cannot be changed, it is impossible to prevent spoofing by updating the authentication data once
such information has been leaked. This means that the only remedy is to stop using that information
for the authentication system.
An alternative method is to provide users with more advanced tools, which can be hardware or
software, for use as authentication factors. Such tools, which include integrated circuit (IC) cards or
one-time password tokens, are very strong against several types of vulnerability, but the use of these
methods has not led to a definitive solution, because some tools are too expensive to be distributed
to all users and others are difficult to be employed by ordinary users [3].

2.3

Why not use advanced authentication technology?

Various organizations have conducted surveys on this question. In one example, the Informationtechnology Promotion Agency (IPA) [27], which is a Japanese government agency, pointed out that
in addition to the costs involved with adopting an advanced authentication technology, many service
organizations expressed concerns that adding additional measures might result in a decline in their
service usage rate. Hence, when considering the burdens placed on users, it is often difficult for
service providers to transfer to new methods.
However, a private research institute [11] in Japan mentions a contradictory point. Before choosing an Internet banking service, user priorities are as given below:
1st: Low fees 51.4%, 2nd: Enhanced security measures 47.4%, 3rd: Business soundness 46.0%
From these figures, it appears that while users have serious concerns about security of their
service providers, 80% place higher importance on user-friendliness when choosing a service, and
may even choose another provider if there are difficult hurdles, such as the need to install hardware
tokens.

2.4

Society must change completely and drastically

It is clear that the ID/password authentication method is reaching the limits of its utility, primarily
because password use is dependent on user memory, and thus tends to be vulnerable. One way to
solve this problem is to improve user literacy, but that is a very long-term project. Additionally,
systems based on encryption keys require specialized software and hardware that have not become
widespread, and also face issues related to key-logging attacks.
Furthermore, even though the phrase “highly secure and convenient authentication is required”
has been heard for more than 20 years, there have been no significant changes. Thus, it is clear that
something else is required, in addition to high-level security and convenience.
New attacks occur all the time. For example, in the future, it is expected that fingerprints will
be collected from photographs.

3

Social background

The current social background is the result of numerous changes. Unlike the early days of the
Internet, numerous high-speed networks have now been completed and user devices have become
much more sophisticated.

3.1

User devices have changed

The Internet users of today have access to several new devices that were rare just 10 years ago. Those
devices have become increasingly sophisticated, and it is particularly noteworthy that vast numbers
of users now possess smartphones that have very advanced specifications. Japan’s Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry notes that in mid-2014 smartphones had overtaken personal computers
as the device most commonly used for EC [21]. One example was provided by the statistics of Start
Today Co., Ltd., which is one of the largest EC companies in Japan, in their published figures for
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Figure 3: Recent Trend for Shipping ratio by Devices
“Shipping ratio by device”, which were extracted from the market trends in FY2014 Infrastructure
Development [20] [19]. These are shown in figure 3.
Zenith mentions recent trend [38].

3.2

Cashless society

The concept of a cashless society is now becoming more widely accepted [39]. As a means to provide
an appropriate infrastructure for credit card payments, 100% of all credit card companies switched
to IC cards by 2020. To realize a cashless society, providing infrastructure for credit card payments
has become essential [34] [22]. The reason why a cashless society is gaining importance is because
cashless media are more resistant to attack than the security technologies available for physical
media, such as printed banknotes. One recent manifestation of that trend is the fact that high-value
banknotes are now being scrapped by several countries.

4

Before looking at “behavior” as a fourth factor authentication technology

Security experts tend to seek “perfect security,” and within that, “convenience.” However, it is
questionable if this is the ideal way to build a large infrastructure. First, consider the credit card
world, where providers focus on the importance of cost-effectiveness and where user acceptance
is also important. For low-value payments, the switch to cards that do not require a signature
depends on the card type, and the issue of fraudulent use is covered by insurance. By accepting the
inevitability of some fraudulent use, and thus reducing the cost of system introduction, overall total
costs are reduced [34].
It is expected that the increasing security provided by this outlook will result in cheaper insurance
premiums and improved user convenience.

4.1

Personal authentication

Digital authentication is defined by NIST as follows [10]: “Digital authentication establishes that
a subject attempting to access a digital service is in control of one or more valid authenticators
associated with that subject’s digital identity. For services in which return visits are applicable,
successfully authenticating provides reasonable risk-based assurances that the subject accessing the
service today is the same as that which accessed the service previously.”
The above definition was created in 2006 and has been updated repeatedly [4]. The latest version
was published in 2017 [10].
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By the time the SP800-63 standard was created, the term three-factor authentication (3FA)
had already entered common use. The three elements of this authentication type are said to be
something you know, something you have, and something you are.

4.2

Risk-based authentication

Another recent trend is risk-based authentication methods, which are now in use by several EC
sites. In these methods, access attempts are judged to be usual or unusual based on information
such as the device operating system (OS), browser Internet Protocol (IP) location, and similar
related factors [32]. Based on the risk assigned, users can expect to receive an email asking, ”Have
you performed this activity recently?”

5

Fourth factor authentication

While the use of intelligent devices such as smartphones is continuing to spread rapidly, most service providers continue to rely on ID/password authentication methods, and the modernization of
authentication technology is currently recognized as an ongoing challenge for society. However,
authentication technology that uses information and communications technology (ICT) to identify
people based on information about their habits already exists. In such methods, by using information obtained from smartphones and wearable devices, individuals can be authenticated without
requiring the user to carry out any specific authentication operations. Focusing on convenience
makes it possible to increase users and create a safer society.

5.1

Behavior as a factor

Behavior authentication factors that have been proposed for use to date include gait recognition [15]
[26] [25] and keystroke authentication [2]. Other approaches focus on mobile motion [9] and touch
gestures [6]. These schemes have been regarded as developments in the field of biometrics. Also,
risk-based authentication uses behavior factor such as user’s device or shopping behaviour [32].
Here, we would like to point out a potential behavior factor that is separate from biometrics,
that is the “concept of time”.
5.1.1

Definition: the time concept as a behavior factor

Here, we consider a situation in which user A wants to be provided a service S by a service provider
B at a time t. In such a case, S needs to ensure that A has a right r to be provided the service. If S
is a kind of exchange, the result is a barter. This is the same process as the previous authentication,
the only difference being that S checks the r of A.
Currently, most e-commerce services are not exchange programs. When A begins viewing a
webpage at t0 , checks his or her interests at t1 , and then adds purchases to his or her individual
cart at t2 , it can take a significant amount of time. Then, A goes to the checkout page at t3 and
provides their certificate to B for personal authentication.
However, in recent risk-based authentication schemes, B checks behavior from t0 to t3 . If B can
identify any suspicious behaviors, B will inform A at t3 . This concept is very similar to the implicit
authentication scheme [13]. Also, we say the same applies to the techniques covered in section5.1.
Here, the fourth factor is considered to be changing the authentication status.
5.1.2

Security Discussion

Introducing the new concept of time makes security discussions more difficult.
”Something you know”, such as ID/password techniques, and ”Something you have” use the
discussions about amount of information [4]. However, it is difficult to define a dictionary attack
only by mathematical theory, but also there are also new types of attacks such as password list
attacks.
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”Something you are” uses FRR, False Rejection Rate, and FAR, False Acceptance Rate. ”Something you do” might use same discussion but there are some problems to use FRR and FAR. Unlike
other methods, this method is forced to adopt a method that corrects fluctuations, and it is obliged
to make ambiguous acceptance. The FRR must be to increase. To solve these problems, a new
approach different from FRR is necessary, which is distinguishability.

5.2

Using life patterns for behavior authentication

There are several approaches for personal authentication techniques using life patterns.
5.2.1

Life pattern analysis

There have already been some studies on personal authentication methods that utilize lifestyle
patterns. For example, Tang et al. used location information captured by the Global Positioning
System (GPS) [33]. Authentication methods using content posted on social networking services
(SNSs), rather than information obtained by sensors, have also been investigated. For example,
Sultana et al. [29] argued that social interactions provide information on unique individual behavioral
patterns. In their study, in which they analyzed online social context data on 241 Twitter users, they
concluded that social behavioral biometric features contain properties such as uniqueness, stability,
and recognition accuracy for frequent and non-frequent online social networking user sets.
Another study is based on machine learning techniques and and thinking patterns. In [14], they
discussed the difference between what people think and how people behave.
5.2.2

Multifactor authentication system using lifestyle patterns

In a separate study, Fridman et al. [7] conducted an authentication experiment using multiple factors.
More specifically, they combined four biometric behavioral modalities: text entered via soft keyboard,
application usage, history of websites visited, and the physical location of the device. Similarly, we
have conducted various data collection experiments using device information captured by Wi-Fi
Sensors [17] [18], as well as experiments using wearable device sensors instead of smartphones [30].
The latter experiments were aimed at realizing an authentication method that utilized user activity
information. Also, there is one study as a multiple authentications with using thinking pattern [23].
Based on the results of these experiments, we have developed an authentication system that
utilizes behavior history information, including user purchase histories, location information, information from wearable devices, and other such data [16]. It should be noted that the system’s scope
is much wider than just authentication but for this paper, we will concentrate on using the system for
behavior authentication. One of the unique features of this authentication system is that it requires
multifactor authentication, in which a more accurate and user-friendly verification is achieved by
combining multiple authentication factors. Figure 4 shows an overview of the entire system. Here, it
can be seen that personal data from the (left) user side is collected together with user data extracted
from the (right) server side. The multifactor authentication system in the middle then uses various
key technologies such as AI based data analysis and modeling to authenticate the user via his or her
personal information.

6

Discussion

Although the proposed fourth authentication factor needs to provide security, several issues remain.
These will be discussed below.

6.1

Privacy problem

As authentication methods become more sophisticated, privacy problem issues are becoming increasingly important. Of particular interest here is the fact that the proposed fourth authentication
factor has more problems than the third authentication factor, which is biometrics.
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Figure 4: The overview about behaviour factor data structure
Everybody agrees that the issue of balance between security and privacy is a major concern. As
one example, it must be acknowledged biometric data cannot be changed repeatedly.
Another issue can be seen in an examination of the surveillance cameras installed throughout
the city of London [36], England, where intense discussions took place before, during, and even after
the installation of the system. Now, when police observers or persons from other monitoring organizations witness strange or unsafe behaviors via such cameras, they can issue cautions, instructions,
or commands to those involved via loudspeakers mounted on nearby utility poles. Although there
are fears that a surveillance society has been created, it is also true that security was improved by
installing those cameras.
Approaching the issue from another angle, we note that many methods have been proposed to
solve these kinds of privacy protection problems, and the results of several access control studies
have already been put into practical use. In the field of biometrics, some methods already exist to
safeguard the biometric data used [24].
It is clear that the issues to be discussed will change with the times.

6.2

Robustness

Behavior-based 4FA can be considered a way of realizing robust multifactor-multimethod authentication. More specifically, data extracted from habitual use behaviors are used in the authentication
process. These schemes are based on the effective use of sensor data. The authentication factors are
extracted from habitual behavior of users.
For a variety of reasons, these schemes can be expected to provide the basis for a new robust
authentication infrastructure. As one example, they can facilitate flexible vulnerability responses
that could be effective measures against biometric information forgery attempts. Additionally, since
the user behavioral characteristics, the devices operated, and the environments in which they are
used will vary from user to user, an abundance of available factor combinations have the potential
to provide a basis for potential safety improvements. Another advantage of the scheme is that it
does not depend on user literacy.
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6.3

Toward a new era of security measures

Up until now, the implementation of a groundbreaking technique has always been necessary for
applying a security measure at a certain point during the authentication process. It is felt that
designers should focus on measures appropriate to user acceptance and risk, as well as the realization
of “total security” systems that combine existing security measures with an eye towards areas other
than IT systems, such as security guards and insurance.

7

Conclusion

As an accompaniment to existing 4FA models, the use of behavior as an authentication technique
is considered promising not only in regards to security but also usability. Accordingly, it is believed
that the use of behavior as a fourth factor for various services should be seriously considered more
for its ability to help secure a safe and secure society than as just a means of efficiency. In the future,
this field will require significant developments, especially in terms of multifactor authentication.
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